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CON F I D E N T I A L

INTRODUCTION

The Special Committee on Un-American Activities Authorized to Investigate Nazi Propaganda Activities and Certain Other Propaganda Activities, was constituted pursuant to House Resolution 198, 73rd Congress, adopted by the House of Representatives on March 20, 1934. House Resolution 198, 73rd Congress, introduced on January 3, 1934, by Representative Samuel Dickstein, of New York, provided in part as follows:

Resolved, That the Speaker of the House of Representatives be, and he is hereby, authorized to appoint a special committee to be composed of seven Members for the purpose of conducting an investigation of (1) the extent, character, and objects of Nazi propaganda activities in the United States, (2) the diffusion within the United States of subversive propaganda that is instigated from foreign countries and attacks the principle of the form of government as guaranteed by our Constitution, and (3) all other questions in relation thereto that would aid Congress in any necessary remedial legislation.

On April 5, 1934, the Speaker of the House, the Hon. Henry T. Rainey, acting in accordance with the resolution, appointed Messrs. John W. McCormack, of Massachusetts, (chairman); Samuel Dickstein, of New York; Charles Kramer, of California; Thomas A. Jenkins, of Ohio; J. Will Taylor, of Tennessee; and U. S. Guyer, of Kansas, members of the special committee. The Committee named Representative Samuel Dickstein to act as their vice chairman and designated the Hon. Thomas W. Hardwick, of Georgia, to serve as committee counsel.

The considerations which had persuaded the House of Representatives to authorize the investigation of Nazi and other propaganda activities were described by the chairman of the committee, Representative John W. McCormack, in a statement made at the beginning of the first session of the public hearings of the committee, held in Washington, D. C., on June 5, 1934: "A period of profound and protracted depression has followed in the wake of the World War. It has been world-wide. More than 15 years have elapsed since the ending of that war, but its blighting effect upon the economic life and upon the morale of practically all the people of the world still exists. During such a period of unrest, discontent with the existing order, and a widespread agitation for changes in the form, character, and substance of governments has spread over the world, overturning established governments and resulting in many new and radical experiments in government.

*In Europe, almost without exception, governmental systems that sought to guarantee the rights and liberties of the citizens were
overthrown and either Communism or Fascism was installed. In either instance, whether the movement was to the right or to the left, despotism supplanted freedom under parliamentary government and the rights and liberties of the people perished. Freedom of the press, freedom of speech, and freedom of assemblage were denied to the people under either system. In these circumstances, with so large a percentage of its population of foreign, usually European, origin, the House of Representatives has keenly sensed and fully realized the danger of vicious propaganda of foreign origin aimed at the subversion of those fundamental principles upon which our Constitution rests and seeks to investigate the extent and origin of such propaganda, with the ultimate object of protecting this country and its people from its dissemination."

In the debate over House Resolution 198, 73rd Congress, on the floor of the House of Representatives, Representative Samuel Dickstein characterized the objective of the committee as follows: "This special investigating committee should seek to accomplish three primary objects: First, ascertain the facts about methods of introduction into this country of destructive, subversive propaganda originating from foreign countries; second, ascertain facts about organizations in this country that seem to be cooperating to spread this alien propaganda through their membership in this country; third, study and recommend to the House the appropriate legislation which may correct existing facts and tend to prevent the recurrence of a similar condition in the future."

Pursuant to House Resolution 198, 73rd Congress, the committee conducted public and executive hearings intermittently between April 26, 1934, and December 29, 1934, in Washington, D.C., New York, N.Y., Chicago, Ill., Los Angeles, Calif., Asheville, N.C., and Newark, N.J. The committee examined hundreds of witnesses; its record of testimony amounted to more than 4,300 pages. Evidence was taken by the committee concerning individuals and organizations who worked to establish in the United States policies followed by the regimes of Nazi Germany, Fascist Italy, and Communist Russia.

Among the persons and organizations investigated by the committee to discover evidence of Nazi activities, were Fritz Gissibl, Kurt Georg Wilhelm Luedicke, Heinz Spanknoebel, George Sylvester Viereck, Dr. Otto H. F. Vollbehr, Reinhold Walter, certain members of the German diplomatic corps, representatives of German steamship lines, Friends of New Germany, Silver Shirts of America, Order of '76, and American Vigilante Intelligence Federation. The Committee gave special attention to the organization and activities of the Friends of New Germany and the Silver Shirts of America. Evidence was adduced before the committee showing
that the conditions of membership in the Friends of New Germany were "the same as membership in the National Socialist German Labor Party; that its principles were the same; that it permitted only those of so-called 'Aryan blood,' born in Germany or of German descent, to join, and that it was fashioned entirely along the lines of the Nazi Party of Germany; that it was receiving and recognized orders from Germany; that it was for all practical purposes, if not in fact, the American section of the Nazi movement in Germany . . . " Evidence taken by the committee disclosed that the Silver Shirts of America, modeled after the Storm Troops of Germany, were founded by William Dudley Pelley early in 1933, with headquarters in Asheville, North Carolina; that Pelley had established chapters of "Silver Shirts" throughout the United States, over which he exercised the powers of a dictator; that Pelley had made overtures to Nazi leaders and groups in the United States, besides employing an emissary to certain officials of German steamship lines engaged in furthering Nazi aims in the United States; that the "Silver Shirts" in San Diego had been armed; that Government ammunition from North Island had come into their hands by wrongful means; and that the "Silver Shirts" were utilizing a target range for firearms practice and maneuvers. In the course of the committee's investigation of Nazi activities, William Dudley Pelley and his adjutant, Robert Summerville, were convicted in Buncombe County, North Carolina, of the felony of selling stock without authorization and registration, in violation of the Blue Sky Law of that State. The collapse of the "Silver Shirts" legion ensued. From the evidence in its record, the committee concluded that through strenuous efforts, progress had been made in rooting Nazi ideology in the United States, but that the exposure of this activity by the committee had checked the progress and had, in addition, launched a disintegration of the movement furthering its advancement.

Among those furnishing evidence to the committee on Fascist activities was Major General Smedley D. Butler, who testified as to conversations with one Gerald C. MacGuire, in which the latter was alleged to have suggested the formation of a Fascist army under the leadership of General Butler. Evidence was submitted to the committee tending to show Fascist activities by an Italian vice consul at Detroit, Michigan. The committee, taking cognizance of activities of organizations which seemed to be guided by Fascist principles, conducted a probe of these organizations, finding that their activities were making no headway. In the course of its inquiry, the committee found only isolated cases of Fascist activity, and concluded that efforts to implant Fascist ideology in the United States were making no progress.

For the discovery of evidence concerning Communist activities, the committee took the testimony of several leaders of the Communist Party.
in the United States, including Earl Browder, general secretary to the Communist Party, and James W. Ford, a member of the executive committee of that party. In addition, the committee conducted a series of public hearings in December 1931, at Washington, D.C., at which representatives of organizations and agencies that had been studying and investigating Communist activities presented statements of their findings accompanied with recommendations for remedial action. The findings of the committee concerning Communist activities paralleled those of the Special Committee to Investigate Communist Activities in the United States, constituted by the House of Representatives in the Seventy-first Congress, with Representative Hamilton Fish, Jr., of New York, as chairman. The latter committee reported to the House of Representatives, on January 17, 1931, that the "principles and aims of Communists in Moscow and Communists in Berlin, Paris, London, New York, Los Angeles, Tokyo, and Pekin are the same; they stand on the same platform and advocate the same principles, and all take their orders from the Communist International, with headquarters in Moscow, and obey them implicitly;" and that the ultimate and final objective of Communism is to establish "one world union of soviet socialist republics with the capital at Moscow." (H. Rept. 2290, 71st Congress, 3rd session.)

The committee's record of information and data on Nazi, Fascist, and Communist activities was derived largely from the testimony and exhibits received at public and executive hearings; from the findings of the staff of committee investigators; and from information either volunteered to the committee by citizens and representatives of private organizations desirous of assisting the committee's undertaking or supplied by agencies of the Federal and State governments in response to requests of the committee for specific information. Furthermore, in obtaining facts for the guidance of its inquiry and in framing recommendations for remedial legislative action, the committee had recourse to the results of the work of two earlier House committees that had conducted investigations of Communist and Nazi activities; namely, the Special Committee to Investigate Communist Activities in the United States, 71st Congress, and the subcommittee of the Committee on Immigration and Naturalization that had made an informal investigation of Nazi activities in the latter part of the first session of the 73rd Congress. Upon a record thus compiled, the committee submitted its report to the House of Representatives on February 15, 1935, embodying the findings and recommendations for remedial legislation derived from its inquiry (H. Rept. 153, 74th Congress, 1st session). The testimony taken at the public hearings was published and was submitted to the House as a part of the report.

The Special Committee on Un-American Activities Authorized to Investigate Nazi Propaganda and Certain Other Propaganda Activities, sometimes
called the McCormack-Dickstein Committee, after the names of its chair-
mand and vice chairman, is the forerunner of the House Un-American Activi-
ties Committee, established in 1938 as a special committee and now a
standing committee of the House of Representatives.

The records of the Special Committee on Un-American Activities
Authorized to Investigate Nazi Propaganda Activities and Certain Other
Propaganda Activities, amount to approximately twenty cubic feet; and
being subject to the orders of the House of Representatives cannot be
made available to any person except by express permission of the House
of Representatives.
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RECORDS OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON UN-AMERICAN ACTIVITIES AUTHORIZED TO INVESTIGATE NAZI PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES AND CERTAIN OTHER PROPAGANDA ACTIVITIES

ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS. Oct. 1933-Feb. 1935. 6 in.

This series comprises correspondence of committee investigators with the committee clerk respecting their official duties, claims for compensation of services on behalf of the committee, or the tenure of their positions with the committee, plus some of their investigative reports; surrendered identification cards of committee investigators; vouchers reflecting disbursements of the committee for services and office supplies, together with accompanying correspondence; payroll data; correspondence of members of the committee with each other, with the committee clerk, or with Federal agencies, touching the agenda of the committee, plus related papers; memoranda of the chairman, Representative John W. McCormack, to the committee clerk, conveying instructions to the latter on committee business; correspondence of Representative Samuel Dickstein with the Rules Committee regarding the hearing on H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress, by the Rules Committee; prints of House and Senate resolutions relating to the committee or the subject matter of its inquiry; H. Res. 21, 75, 113, 118, 186, 198, 199, 1935. 2 in.

Superseded drafts of the report of the committee to the House of Representatives (H. Rept. 153, 74th Congress, 1st session), embodying the committee's findings and recommendations stemming from the investigation conducted pursuant to H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress; and several sets of page proofs of the report. Without arrangement.

TRANSCRIPT OF THE EXECUTIVE HEARINGS OF THE COMMITTEE. April 26, 1934-Dec. 29, 1934. 9 in.

Stenographic transcript of the executive hearings of the committee, held intermittently between April 26, 1934, and December 29, 1934. Included in a typewritten copy, prepared by a shorthand reporter, of that section of the transcript recording the executive hearings in Los Angeles, Calif., on August 3, 6, and 8, 1934. The transcript is in chronological sequence.


Stenographic transcript of the public hearings of the committee, held intermittently between June 5, 1934, and December 29, 1934.
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Included is a copy of a section of the transcript containing penciled corrections of testimony furnished by Miss Margaret Kerr, Secretary of the Better American Federation, Los Angeles, Calif., and by Daniel W. MacCormack, Commissioner of Immigration and Naturalization, plus notebooks of shorthand reporters at the hearings. The transcript is in chronological sequence.

REPORTS OF INVESTIGATORS OF THE COMMITTEE. Nov. 1933-Nov. 1934.
1 1/2 in.
This series comprises reports transmitted to the committee by its investigators, embodying findings derived from their investigative activities pursuant to H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress. The reports document investigative activities of H. Robert Carroll, William F. Lucitt, Emile Normile, William Reinhardt, Edward F. Ronan, Florence D. Shreve, and other committee investigators not identified except by symbols. Arranged alphabetically by name of investigator or by symbol designation.

SUBPOENAS ISSUED BY THE COMMITTEE. May 1934-Nov. 1934. 5 in.
This series consists of subpoenas issued under the authority of the committee, summoning particular individuals to appear before it at a specified time and place to furnish testimony and in some cases to produce specific documents bearing on its inquiry. Included are receipts signed by witnesses appearing before the committee, acknowledging the payment of witness fees or the return of records obtained from them by subpoenas. Arranged alphabetically by name of individual.

CORRESPONDENCE OF REPRESENTATIVE CHARLES KRAMER OF CALIFORNIA. No. 1933-May 1936. 9 in.
This series comprises correspondence of Representative Charles Kramer, of California, who served as secretary of the committee. The correspondence deals with subjects both related and unrelated to the committee's inquiry or to the subject matter thereof. Among the records of this series are correspondence with citizens, including constituents of Representative Kramer, and representatives of private organizations, commenting on the task committed to the committee by H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress, offering to the committee information deemed relevant in aid of its inquiry, seeking employment as staff members of the committee, communicating views on proposed legislation before the House to combat subversive activities, or requesting copies of the committee's publications; correspondence with members of the committee and others regarding the agenda of the committee; correspondence with committee investigators regarding their official duties; and personal correspondence. For a list of folder hearings showing the arrangement and contents of this series, see Appendix A.
GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE. Oct. 1933-Apr. 1935. 7 in.

This series consists of correspondence with citizens, representatives of private organizations and of Federal agencies, and members of Congress, requesting copies of the published hearings and reports of the committee, asking information from the committee on subjects embraced within its inquiry, volunteering to the committee information deemed relevant in aid of its inquiry, or offering comments on the inquiry itself or on the subject matter thereof. Included is correspondence to Representative Samuel Dickstein from citizens, offering comments on Representative Dickstein's radio address of October 17, 1933, in which he announced the purpose and scope of his proposed informal investigation of Nazi propaganda by the House Committee on Immigration and Naturalization, of which he was chairman. Arranged alphabetically by name of correspondent or by subject.

MAIN CORRESPONDENCE FILE. Sept. 1933-Jan. 1936. 6 ft.

This series consists mainly of correspondence from citizens and representatives of private organizations volunteering information concerning particular individuals or organizations which the correspondents felt to be relevant to the inquiry entrusted to the committee by H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress, and ought to be presented to the committee in aid of its undertaking. Also in the series are correspondence, accompanied with related documents, from Federal and State agencies furnishing, in response to requests of the committee, specific information concerning certain individuals whose activities were under the scrutiny of the committee; correspondence from members of Congress submitting for the committee's consideration items of information deemed relevant to its inquiry; correspondence from citizens transmitting for the committee's attention reference materials and alleged propaganda documents; documentary evidence obtained by committee or staff members concerning particular persons or organizations suspected of Nazi activities; memoranda of Representative John W. McCormack to the secretary or clerk of the committee, transmitting instructions for the preparation of replies to certain letters received by the committee; correspondence and memoranda of the secretary of the committee, stemming from the discharge of his official duties; and some administrative records of the committee. For a list of folder headings showing the arrangement and subject matter of this series, see Appendix B.

INFORMATIONAL MATERIALS OF THE COMMITTEE. 1933-1934. 1 ft.

This series comprises informational materials relating to Nazi and Communist activities, collected by the committee for reference purposes but not entered in its record as exhibits. For a list of folder headings showing the arrangement and subject matter of this series, see Appendix C.
EXHIBITS OF THE COMMITTEE. 1933-1934. 1 ft.

This series consists of exhibits incorporated in the committee's record. The series includes correspondence and memoranda of individuals and organizations, together with accompanying papers, documenting transactions subject to the scrutiny of the committee by virtue of H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress; and also domestic and foreign publications purveying Nazi and Communist propaganda. Some exhibits are missing. Arranged numerically, in the order received in evidence.

FILES OF WILLIAM DUDLEY PELLEY, LEADER OF THE SILVER SHIRTS OF AMERICA. Aug. 1923-May 1934. 2 ft.

This series consists of correspondence and other records obtained by the committee from the files of William Dudley Pelley, Leader of the Silver Shirts of America, in the course of its investigation of Nazi activities. The series comprises personal correspondence of William Dudley Pelley, particularly with members of his family; correspondence and other records stemming from his activities as a professional writer; and correspondence and other records documenting activities of William Dudley Pelley in organizing and administering the affairs of the Silver Legion of America. For a list of folder headings showing the arrangement and subject matter of this series, see Appendix D.

PUBLICATIONS EXAMINED BY THE COMMITTEE PURSUANT TO HOUSE RESOLUTION 198, 73rd CONGRESS. Oct. 1933-Dec. 1934. 2 ft.

This series consists of copies of domestic and foreign newspapers, magazines, and other publications in circulation in the United States, examined by the committee for evidence of Nazi and Communist propaganda pursuant to H. Res. 198, 73rd Congress. The series includes publications such as The Vigilante, Chicago, Ill.; Amerikas Deutsche Post, New York, N. Y.; Deutsche Zeitung, New York, N. Y.; Deutscher Wegweiser and Beobachter, New York, N. Y.; National Free Press (Freie Presse), Chicago, Ill.; Die Gartenlaube, Berlin, Germany; and also Jewish publications in English treating largely of Nazi propaganda in the United States and of Jewish life in Germany under the Hitler regime. Without arrangement.
APPENDIX A

List of Folder Headings Showing the Arrangement and Subject Matter of the Correspondence of Representative Charles Kramer, of California

Allen, H.
American Coalition (John B. Trevor, Pres.)
American Federation of Labor
American League Against War and Fascism
American Legion
Anonymous
Argo Lodge No. 413, B'nai B'rith
Associated Farmers of California, Inc.
Bauer, Fred
Berry, Mrs. John A.
Burkan, Nathan
Carroll, R. Robert
Casar, Harlow
Clark, Walter C.
Cleveland Chamber of Commerce
Cohen, Phillip
Cohn, L. H.
Congregation Beth Israel, Los Angeles
Cozzens, Walter L.
Crim, John J.
Daughters of the American Revolution
Dickinson, R. E.
Dickstein, Hon. Samuel
Disabled American Veterans
Falk, Richard S.
Gans, Robert J.
Halsted, S. Hazard
Holden, Benedict M.
Hughes, G. W.
Huntoon, Vivian
Jacobson, Carl
Jacqueline, Bernice
Kaminsky, Louis
Kane, H. F.
Katz, Charles J.
Kenny, Robert W.
Kirby, Thomas
Kleinberger, Ray
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Kramer, Hon. Charles
Lansing, L. S.
Lewis, Leon
Los Angeles Committee to Defeat the Kramer Bill
Lucitt, William F.
McArdle, Ruskin
McCormack, Hon. John W.
McCrillis, Arthur M.
Magnin, Edgar
Miller, William T.
Motion Picture Industry
Munn, Henry T.
National Council of Jewish Women
Nelson, William W.
O'Donnell, Stephen
Pacht, Isaac
Paridy, Capt. G. W.
Pontius, D. W.
Prince, Frank J.
Randolph, Frank P.
Reilly, Edward A.
Remich, Samuel
Rosenberg, Maurice D.
Roth, Lester W.
Saylin, George
Sirovich, Hon. William I.
Silver, Philip W.
Sisson, Vinton Earl (Mrs.)
Steele, Walter S.
Stone, Fred S.
United Progressive News
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Vogt, John H.
Ward, Max R.
Williams, Robert R.
Winters, Sam
Young Men's Council of the United States
Miscellany
APPENDIX B

List of Folder Headings Showing the Arrangement and Subject Matter of the Main Correspondence File

Achinstein, Hyman (Nazi propaganda)
Adams, A. M.
Adams, Ernst (Nazi activities)
Adler, Bert (Nazi's counter-boycott)
Adler, C.
Adler, David
Ahearn, Edward
Ambruster, Howard W. (German I. G. Organization chart)
American Coalition, Wash., D. C.
The American Hebrew
American Jewish Committee
The American Legion
American Society, Inc.
Amos, S. F. E. (Dr. Otto H. F. Vollbehr)
Amster, Henry
Amster, Ludwig Dr.
Anix, Albert
Anonymous
Anti-Defamation League, Chicago, Ill.
Armstrong, S. T. Dr. (Dr. Ignatz T. Griebel)
Arusbeni, L. B. (Hornburg)
Aryan Book Store, San Francisco, Cal.
Babcock, Mrs. Garrison
Bacharach, Hon. Isaac
Bachman, Dr. M. E.
Backman, K. B.
Bader, M. (Walter Kappe)
Baker, Thomas S. (Dr. Otto H. F. Vollbehr)
Baldwin, Nina
Balzer, Richard H.
Barr, Mrs. A. J. (Aliens in U. S.)
Bauer, Max A.
Basil, Alexander (Panama R.R. and S. S. Co.)
Baum, Alvan E.
Bauman, Morton A.
Bay Cities Federation of Teachers
Bazell, Solomon N. (Mrs. George Bodenschatz)
Beamish, Richard J. (Silver Shirts of America)
Beatty, John Morgan (Silver Shirts of America)
Beck, Hon. James M. ("The Plan in Action," by Earnest Sincere)
Behman, S. N. (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Belville, Illinois, (A. J. Muste)
Bender, Fred I. (Arbeiter Kranken & Sterbe-Kasse, Cin., Ohio)
Beneset, Louis P.
Beran, Frances Hoffman
Berg, Paula
Bergmann, Karl (The American Illustrated News, Berlin)
Berke, James (George Schmitt)
Berlow, Melville J. (Liggett and Myers Tobacco Co.)
Berno, L. E.
Bernstein, Herman W. (Veterans of Austrian and German Wars)
Better America Federation
Binder, Martin
Bixby, Stafford (Mrs. Kate Crane Garts; Upton Sinclair)
Blair, E. J. (Dr. Griebl)
Blankenhorn, M. D. (The Nation, Nov. 29, 1933: "Nazi Politics in America")
Bloom, Milton (Racial prejudiced; N. Y. Army Reserve)
Bloom, Paul A (Babson's Washington Reports: Fascism)
Blum, L. L. (Nazi Literature)
Blumenfeld, Hans
Boas, Prof. Franz
Badman, Theodore ("Protocols of the Wise Men of Zion")
Boehne, Hon. John W.
Bolhove, Harry (Use of the swastika on post cards)
Bolton, A. F.
Bomel, R. C. (Jobs for Germans)
Boone, Joseph A.
Boorstin, Samuel A. (Silver Shirts of America)
Braffman, William (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Brando, Tom (Film and Photo League; German film)
Brandt Publishing Co. ("The Plan in Action," by Earnest Sincere)
Brasch, Arthur H. (California Staatszeitung)
Brasch, Herman (Friedrich Heiss)
Brickner, Barnett R. (Counter boycott of the boycotters of German goods)
Brill, Joseph (German propaganda: "Truth about Germany")
Brooklyn Committee of Allied Professions to Aid Victims of German Fascism
Brooks, Lawrence G.
Broomfield, Mrs. C. H.
Brown, Lt. Col. Ames To. (Sgy. Gottlieb Haas)
Browne, Clayton D.
Brownstein, Albert
Buck, William L.
Bumpass, James R.
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Burnham, E. (Motion picture: "Hitler's Reign of Terror" or "A Nazi Menace in America")
Burnstine, Norman (The Living Age Magazine: "The Man Behind Hitler")
Butler, Mrs. Cassandra L.
Caiserman, H. M. (Canadian Jewish Congress: Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Califano, Michael (Painting depicting Dr. Einstein, titled "The Ignominy of the 20th Century")
Cantor, Eddie
Cantor, Manuel
Caplin, F. S.
Carmichael, Mrs. Julia
Carpenter, Rev. W. J.
Carter, John E. (Silver Shirts of America)
Callowright, Nan (Communist activities)
Cassel, G.
Cayton, Horace
Celler, Hon. Emanuel (Anti-Semitic propaganda: "Turn on the Light," by George F. Woodward)
Chatkin, Jacob (Anti-Semitic propaganda in the mails)
Chambers of Commerce
Chatkin, R. (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Clippings - German newspapers
Clippings - newspapers
Cochran, Hon. John J. (Operations of the Communist Party)
Coffee, Rudolph I.
Cohane, Louis Starfield (Economic boycott of Germany)
Cohen, Aaron A.
Cohen, David
Cohen, Jerry (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Cohen, Julius (Dr. Ham, Charlotte, N. C.)
Cohen, R.
Cohen, William W. (Mrs. Griebl)
Cohn, Nathan (Time Magazine: "Nazi Hunt")
Coles, L. F. (Negro lynchings)
Collins, Felix (American citizenship for Nazis)
Collins, Hon. Sam. L.
Cone, Daisy N. (Wilhelm Schrage)
Copeland, Hon. Royal S. (The New Masses)
Cramm, Virginia (Newspaper clipping: "We are for Hitler")
Crowther, Samuel
Culbertson, William S.
Cullinan, John J. (Germans employed on American vessels)
Cullum, James P.
The Cultural Herald (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Daniel, Max
Danziger, Samuel
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Daub, Oscar (Baron Maurice de Rothschild)
Danziger, Juliet (Dr. George W. Richards)
Davidson, Herman (Nazi propaganda; Mr. Muller)
Davis, Frank P. et al (Suspension of immigration laws to permit entry of German refugees)
D. A. W. A. (German-American Protective Alliance)
DeCasseres, Benjamin (George Sylvester Viereck)
DeGroat, C. H.
DePriest, Hon. Oscar
Dever, Lem A. (Nazi activities)
Dewey, Thomas
DeWitt Clinton High School (Nazi activities)
Diamond, David (Gus Budeck)
Dingell, John D.
Djamgaroff, George (Communist Party)
Dorr, Rheta Childe (Russian espionage)
Douglass, Moses Hale (Propaganda)
Dutch, E. V.
Easley, Ralph M.
Egan, Lieut. Charles (Francis Harold Gallagher; Charles Sotes)
Eisman, Harry
Elikann, Adele (Communism)
Ellman, Samuel (George Sylvester Viereck)
Epstein, Leon L.
Eykman, John (North German Lloyd Line)
Fabian, Harry (George Sylvester Viereck)
Feinberg, Rabbi Abraham L.
Feller, Daniel (Anti-Semitic Propaganda)
Feitelberg, Abraham J.
Field, David E.
Fine, Samuel (Use of the swastika by the Pictorial Review)
Finkel, Sidney (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
First Blair County National Bank, Tryone, Pa.
Fish, Hon. Hamilton
Fishman, Abner
Fisk, George L.
Floyd, Arthur H. (Committee's work)
Fossett, Frank A.
Foster, Phil B.
Foulkes, Hon. George ("The Menace of Hitlerism in America")
Forwards, The
France (Political situation)
Frankel, Nathan H.
Franklin, M. M.
Frazer, Guernsey (Communist Party)
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Freas, Grace M
Freedman, J. George (Jewish Veteran)
Freed, Allie
Freedman, Clarence S.
Freedman, J. L. (Libration)
Freeman, Louis N.
Freed, G. Connelly
Friedberg, Benjamin S.
Friedman, Oscar
Friedrich, Adolph (Nazi and Anti-Semitic propaganda: International News Company)
Frisch, A. L. (Nazi activities)
Froehlich, C. K. (German Society)
Fry, Varian (Philip Johnson)
Gaffney, T. St. John (Anti-Semitism in Germany: "The facts in the case of the German National Socialists against German Jewry and Its Political Economic Control of the Country")
Gauvreau, Emil
Gelman, Sara (Count Von Lucknow; Captain Lauderback)
Genat, Louis J. (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Gerber, Harold
German American Observer
Gilbert, B. Eugene
Gilbert, Daniel A.
Ginsberg, Joseph B. (Friends of New Germany)
Gladstone, Joseph
Gladstone, Maurice B. (American citizens voting in the Saar Plebiscit)
Glazier, Capt. . . . . (Jackson Martindell)
Gilwa, B. (Nazi propaganda: "Truth about Germany" and other pamphlets)
Glucksman, Joseph (Anti-Semitism)
Gold, Samuel M. (American Observer)
Goldberg, Abram
Goldberg, G. (Prof. Florcken)
Goldberg, Joseph (Anti-Semitism)
Goldberg, Miles H. (Anti-Defamation League)
Goldblatt, Rabbi Maurice (Hertha Rottlieper)
Goldenberg, H. C. (Anti-Semitism: Le Patriote, Montreal, Canada)
Goldish, A. M. (Activities of a German student at Marietta College)
Goldman, Benjamin F. (Nazi Propaganda)
Goldman, Morris I.
Goldman, Irvin
Goldman, Irving L. (United Jewish Political League)
Goldstein, Maxwell H. (National Council of the Steuben Society of America; George Bergschneider)
Goodman, C.
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Goodman, Hon. Edward
Goodman, Henry J. (Dr. Otto H. F. Vollbehr)
Gordon, Rabbi Julius (Rep. John J. Cochran)
Gorman, Mrs. Adolph (Mrs. Lewis B. Rose)
Gorske, Paul (Paul Schmidt)
Gort, Norman
Grant, Charles
Greenberg, David M. (Anti-Semitism: "The Cabilla")
Greenbaum, Max (Counter boycott against boycotters of German goods)
Greening, C.
Gregory, Isabel
Griffith, James
Grigsby, Elizabeth (The Silver Shirts of America)
Gross, Arthur J. (Boston Better Business Bureau)
Gross, David (Nazi propaganda)
Gross, Francis
Grossman, Florence
Haas, Frederick C.
Haber, Abraham (Nazi propaganda)
Haeffely, Mrs. K. (Communist activities)
Haferkamp, William
Hagemann, Amalia (New York hearings: Ernst Schmidt)
Hahn, Jacob H. (Staats-Zeitung)
Hall, Albert (Nazi propaganda)
Halperin, Dr. I. M. (Anti-Semitism)
Hamburger, Irwin (Deutsche Zeitung)
Hamill, Gordon Willett
Hancock, Hon. Clarence E. (Nazi activities in Washington, D. C.)
Hansen, W. (Cincinnati Enquirer: "Facts and Prejudices")
Harris, Arthur H.
Hartstein, Benjamin
Haselbauer, Albina A.
Hauf, Joseph
Hawkins, Col. C. E. (Communist activities)
Healey, Joseph (Alias Raymond Healey)
Heinrich, Paul (Seizure of his side arms and ammunitions by the committee)
Heitmann, Henry
Heneman, Harlow J. ("The Growth of Executive Power in Germany")
Hennings, Joseph P. (Nazi propaganda)
Hernes, Morris (Germans in the employ of the United States Lines)
Herple, Max (Nazi activities)
Herrmann, H. R. (German Cultural Society; Mr. and Mrs. Herman Muerrle et al.)
Hershoff, Henry (Detwold Sahm; General Motors Corporation)
Hesse, Las (John S. Moore)
Hill, Wolfram (Propaganda)
Hirsch, Albert
Hirsch, Nathan
Hitchcock, Leo L.
Hitler, Adolph ("Jewish Grave of Hitler's Grandfather")
Hochfelder, Julius (Heinz Spanknoebel)
Hoenig, Moses H. (Council of Young Israel and Young Israel Synagogue
Organizations: Silver Shirts of America)
Hoerman, Carl (Alien activities in the United States)
Hoffman, S. (Broadcast of a Nazi radio program in the United States
over radio station WEAF)
Hollander, Jack (Anti-Nazi propaganda)
Hollander, Jacob H. (German exchange students; Dr. Schoenemann)
Hoover, Hon. J. Edgar (Heinz Spanknoebel; Swastika League of America;
and other subjects)
Hopkins, James F.
Horowitz, Morris (Jewish radio programs; Nazi radio programs)
Horwitz, I. (Milwaukee Wochenblat)
Horwitz, Louis (Non. Hamilton Fish)
Hoya, Charles E.
Hull, Hon. Cordell (Soviet espionage)
Hungarian Socialist (Ferencz Gross)
Hunter, Edward H. (Witness)
Hyams, Mrs. Willie (Anti-Semitism)
Ibbeken, Mrs. Ella (Letter from Oldenburg, Germany)
Idmoor, Peter
Immigration to the U. S. (The New York Herald Tribune, May 17, 1934;
Polish refugees in Cuba seeking entry into U. S.)
Inlow, J. Johnson
International Juridical Association (Isadore Polier)
International News Company, New York, N. Y.
Iserman, Rabbi Ferdinand M. (Rep. John J. Cochran)
Jacobs, Hon. Samuel (Member of Parliament, Montreal, Canada: Anti-
Semitism in Canada)
Jacobson, Charles
Jacobson, Edward Z. (The Wolkoff Tolerance Society, Inc.)
Jacobstein, M. (Mrs. Emma M. Focone; Mrs. F. D. Alexander)
Jamaica Press
Jandorf, H. (Advertisements of German Hotels in the United States;
Oberammergau)
Jay, Lulu (Communist Jews)
Jewish Daily Forward
The Jewish Morning Journal
Jewish Telegraphic Agency

Jewish War Veterans

Johnson, Hiram W.
Jones, David L.
Joseph, Charles G. (Anti-Semitism)
Joseph, Rae H. (Nazi propaganda)
Kahn, Louis
Kaiser, Joseph S. (Anti-Semitism)
Kalb, S. William (Posters: "Elect Hausmann")
Katz, Norman (Cancellation of Rep. Dickstein's Speech on "The Nazi Movement in the United States")
Kaufman, Julius J. (Democrat Chronicle, Rochester: Nazi activities in Rochester)
Kavanagh, J. J. (National Conference of Jews and Christians)
Keith, Richard
Kelley, Frank Reuss
Kessemeier, Rudolph T. (John Edward Rawlins; Mathew S. Erzner; William Dudley Pelley)
Kiely, J. J. (Heinz Spanknoebel)
King, Willard B.
King, Eugene (Nazi propaganda)
Kirschner, William N.
Kissinger, H. D. (Anti-Semitic and pro-nordic propaganda)
Klein, Eugene (Friends of New Germany)
Klein, Julius (Letter of a German in Berlin)
Klein, Lieut., Julius (Nazi propaganda in Illinois)
Kleinfeld, Leonard F.
Kloeh, Hon. Frank L.
Kober, Samuel (Prince Louis Ferdinand, son of the former crown Prince of Germany)
Koelble, Alphonse G. (Friends of New Germany)
Koedel, Simon E. (Friends of New Germany)
koke, Otto C.
Kopplemann, Hon. Herman P. (Speech of Hon. Louis T. McFadden)
Kostegen, J. R. (Nazi activities in Philadelphia)
Krumholz, Anthony
Krupps, Friedrich Karl (Fritz Gissible; Walter Kappe)
Kuh, Mrs. Jennie
Krant, J.
Kraus, J. J.
Krier, Edward
Krisow, Max (Jewish celebrities)
Kruger, Henry (Nazi activities in Chicago, Ill.)
Kruger, I. Anti-Semitism
Kushner, Samuel A. (Silver Shirts of America)
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L. (Letter from Paris, France, concerning Rev. E. E. Turner; and other subjects)
Labor Department (Doug Brinkley)
Lamson, M. H. J. (Nazi propaganda)
Lang, Karl
Lasell, H. D.
Lazar, Philip M. (Black Tom Blast; Ernst F. Hanfstaengel)
Lazard, Ida S. (Council of Jewish Women)
Lazare, Benjamin (Nazi activities)
Lazarov, Morris S. (S. Res. 120, 73rd Congress; Rep. Samuel Dickstein)
Lebovsky, Edward H. (Nazi activities)
Lee, Ivy L.
Lee, Raymond H. (Nazi activities)
Leffkowitz, Samuel S.
Lehman, Berthold (Fritz Gissibl, George Sylvester Vierick et al; Samuel Untermeyer)
Lehman, W. G.
Leime, David (Nazi activities; Frederick T. Birchall)
Leshin, A. (Nazi activities)
Leslie, Lucie R.
Leve, Lewis Hayd
Lewis, Mrs.
Liberty, S.
Licht, Emmanuel H. (Walter Darre; Madam Von Trott au Solz; New York Herald Tribune)
Lieberman, Herman (Jewish War Veterans)
Liebert, Ben
Lineberger, Paul Myron
Lipsius, A. S. (German exchange students at the University of Georgia)
Livingston, Julius (Silver Shirts of America)
Lober, Louis (Counter boycott of boycotters of German goods)
Loeb, Isaac Anderson (Fritz Gissibl)
Loehl, Ernest
Long, William Frew
Lore, Ludwig
Lorel, Robert
Lovett, Robert Morris (American Committee Against Fascist Oppression In Germany)
Luedtke, Helmut
Luhrs, Herman L.
Lunevsky, F. (Saturday Evening Post Editorial, June 9, 1934; "Minding Our Own Business")
Mahoney, John J.
Malin, Benjamin
Malthias, Ernest
Mandelbaum, Marcus (Anti-Nazis of America)
Margolis, Mac (Dr. John D. Leach; Elizabeth Ronan)
Margulies, Morris (Zionist Organization of America)
Marcus, C. W. (Rep. Louis T. McFadden)
Martin, Lawrence
Mattson, Fred
Mats, Myron H.
May, Eva
Mayer, F. W.
Mayer, Jasper J. (Jack Preiss)
McDonald, J. B. (Heinz Von Nobel)
McFadden, Hon. Louis T.
McKeough, William J. (Communist activities)
McLan, John C.
McVey, J. H.
Mendelsohn, Morris
Menendez, Joseph C. (The Catholic World: "The Nazi International,"
by Albert Brandt)
Merckx, Fernand (Le Messager de New-York)
Meyer, Erwin R.
Meyer, Prof. G. (Communist activities; foreign bankers)
Meyer, Julius ("Secret Nazi Plots in U.S. Exposed in the Daily Worker"; Hans Spanknoebel)
Meyers, Harry (Dr. Von Graff)
Millard, Charles D.
Miller, George J. (Trinity Church: "Trinity Church"
Miller, J. ("The Brain Trust," by H. L. Mencken)
Miller, J. M.
Miller, Julian (Rep. John J. Cochran)
Miller, Michael (Silver Shirts of America)
Mitchell, Morris
Mitchell, W. (German press)
Moffett, J. R. (Richard Von Kuehlmann)
Moley, Prof. Raymond ("Moley Asks Ouster of Nazis From U.S.")
Morning Journal
Morris, Samuel (Rep. Louis T. McFadden)
Munday, Lt. Col. Joseph A.S.
Murray, John
Natschinski V. Doubleday Doran, R. H. Macy & Co., Inc. et al (Libel action)
Najer, Victor V.
Narens, Helen
The Nation (Issue of November 29, 1933: "Nazi Politics in America"
National Defense Through Patriotic Education, National Society,
Daughters of the American Revolution (Communist activities)
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National Guard, 80 Centre Street, New York, N.Y. (Military concert and ball of German national Guardsman)

National Republic (Walter Steele)
Nicholson, Jesse W.

Navy Department

Nelson, Franklin
Nelson, E. (Pro-Nazi rally of May 17, 1934, at Madison Square Garden)
Nelson, Roscoe C. (Nazi activities)

Nesbitt, Walter (Nazi activities)

Neumüster, Carl
New York City (Nazis working as waiters in New York City hotels)

New York Hearings (Radio broadcasts of the New York City hearings of the committee; newspaper clippings)

New York Mirror (Walter Winchell's column of April 29, 1934: financial aid to Nazis in New York)

Nicholl, Alexander W. (Communist activities)
Nordacs Club, Inc. (Nazi activities)
Non-Sectarian Anti-Nazi League (Samuel Untermeyer)
O'Brien, Hon. Thomas J.
O'Connor, Mrs. F. J. (Communist activities)
O'Dell, Lester D. (Investigation conducted by the committee)

Olsen, C. N. (Shorthand reporter)
O'Reilly, William (Swastika sign on post cards)

Ostfeld, Harry H. (Samuel Untermeyer)
Ostrom, Ralph A. (Communist activities)

Pamitser, Jack
Parsenby, Samuel (Dr. Ignaz T. Griebl)

Parsky, A. I.
Parsons, H. S. ("Fairplay for Germany," by E. Collinson)

Partak, Albert W. (Expert witness)

Patriotic Publishing Co.

Patterson, Mrs. Harriet W. (Nazi propaganda)
Patton, Robert Caldwell (American Vigilance Alliance)
Payne, George Henry (Organization of a committee in opposition to Hitler)

Pease, Major Frank (Communist and Nazi activities)
Pennewitz, Robert (Nazi activities)

Perkins, Frances (Secretary of Labor)
Perkins, Lynn E. (Nazi activities)

Petron, John D.

Peyser, Hon. Theodore A.

Phillips, Alex

Pike, Norman
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Piltch, Irving (Liberation)
Pincus, J. N. (Heinz Spanknebel)
Pinter, Ames
Pollock, James K. (Hitler decrees on the form and function of the German government)
Posner, Mrs. Henriette
Postal Office Department
Postal Telegraph Company, Asheville, N. C.
Potter, Irvin L.
Powers, Hon. D. Lane
Prager, William
Previn, A. G.
Price, Charles R. (United States marshal, Western District of North Carolina)
Prince, Frank J. (Detloff von Simpson; Garrison Beach; Gulden)
Prifkin, Dr. I. R.
Professors (Invitations to testify)
Propper, R. (Silver Shirts of America)
Proskauer, Joseph K.
Public Hearings (Requests for published copies of hearings)
Purcell, William Gray (Silver Shirts of America; George Starr White)
Quackenbush, C. C.
Quinn, John N. (Anti-Semitism: "The Jew -- Why Blame Germany?")
Rabinowitz, Ezekiel (American League for the Defense of Jewish Rights)
Rader, Isadore
Rafaeli, J. E.
Raffalovich, George
Rafferty, Assemblyman John J. (New Jersey legislature)
Ragnell, Capt. P. L. (Shipping master of the Hamburg American Line)
Rainey, Hon. Henry T.
Randolph, Hon. Jennings (Communist activities in West Virginia)
Randolph, Mabel
Rauschberg, Anson
Razovsky, Cecilia (Anti-Semitism)
Radio Corporation of America (Radiogram from Moscow to the Daily Worker, New York)
Reade, Mrs. Charles A.
Reed, Hon. James A.
Reid, Jack
Reinhardt, Gunther
Resner, Mrs. Josephine
Riul, George
Rice, Dr. Charles D.
Richards, Bernard G. (Jewish Council of Greater New York; Friends of Germany)
Ridder, Victor F. (Staats-Herald Corporation)
Riegel, O. W. (Nazi propaganda)
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Ritz, Joel
Roberts, Ralf
Robins, Dr. David (Anti-Semitism)
Robinson, David (Oregon Jewish Emergency Committee; Nazi propaganda)
Robinson, Florence
Rockwell, Prof. Leo L. (Interview between Adolph Hitler and Karl Von Weigand, a representative of the Hearst Newspapers)
Robins, Paul P. (Communist activities; Hon. Raymond Moley)
Rollins, R. (Uniforms worn by organizations under investigation; Deutsche Zeitung)
Rosenberg, Jacob (Employment of German citizens by U.S. consular officials in Germany)
Rosenberg, Maurice D.
Rosenfeld, Louis
Rosenthal, J. (Nazi activities)
Rossbottom, T. H. (Panama Rail Road & Steamship Line)
Rothenberg, Irvine H. (Group libel laws)
Rothman, Emanuel
Rowe, Alfred T.
Rosen, M. M. (Nazi activities)
Ruben, Louis S.
Rubenstein, Irwin (Nazi activities)
Rubin, Martin
Sabbath, Hon. Adolph J.
Sale, Harry B. (Nazi propaganda)
Salinger, Samuel R. (Anti-Semitism; Miami Daily News, June 8, 1934)
Salins, H. D. (Nazi activities)
Sanborn, Vera K.
Sanders, Leon (Nazi activities)
Sarchin, Samuel
Sarett, B. L.
Scanlan, Patrick F. (The Brooklyn Tablet; Communist activities)
Schack, William
Schenkel, P.
Scherbak, H. ("An International Plan Against Prosecution and Political Provocation by the German Government")
Scherer, Robert J. (Anti-Semitic propaganda)
Schenuer, Elmer (Anti-Nazi League; Dr. W. T. Hinrichs)
Schenkel, Abe (Nazi propaganda; Lynchburg News, April 25, 1934)
Schmid, Herman (Friends of New Germany)
Schmidt, Adam C. (Nazi activities; Charles Heidorn; United States Lines)
Schelly, Rhoda C. Y. (Resolutions of the Ninth Women's Patriotic Conference on National Defense regarding immigration, American seamen, and Nazi, Fascist, and Communist propaganda)
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Schmitt, Georg (Nazi organizer)
Schmitt, Frank
Schneider, Jack (Deportation of Jack Schneider)
Schoenfield, Herman (Anti-Semitism)
Schoenemann, Prof. ("The Art of Mass Propaganda in the United States")
Scholtz, Karl A. M. (Investigation of Nazi propaganda activities)
Schrader, Herman H. (Freie Presse, Jan. 9, 1934; "Mr. Dickstein Tells Stories")
Schroeder, Theodore
Schumma, Hermann
Schwabacher, W. S.
Schwarz, Leo B.
Schwarz, G. (St. Louis Committee to Aid Victims of German Fascism; Westliche-Post)
Scrinozcki, A. H. (Kansas State Association B'mai B'rith)
Sculeri, Joseph R. (L'Osservatore)
Scully, Mary (Participation of German-Americans in the Saar plebiscite)
Seaman, William George
Secretary of the Special Committee on Un-American Activities (Official correspondence and memoranda)
Seefner, Samuel (Charles Heidorn)
Seidner, Paul (Anti-Semitism)
Seifert, Gustav (Communist activities; "The International World Peace Conference and Its Fourteen Points")
Seligmann, Carrie M. (New York Herald Tribune, May 11, 1934; "Goebbels Tells Nazis to 'Teach Jew His Place'"
Sells, H. G.
Setlten, Louis
Shannon, William A. (Rep. Hamilton Fish)
Shapiro, Harry
Shaughnessy, Edward J. (Heinz Spanknoebel; Ernst von der Decken)
Shaw, Mary A.
Shefrin, MRS. A
Shoolman, Benj. J. (Jewish Daily Bulletin, Feb. 19, 1934; statement of Rep. Dickstein alleging lack of cooperation of Jewish groups with the committee)
Sidersky, Philip
Sills Reporting Service
Sills, S. A.
Silver Legion of America (Evidence concerning the Silver Shirts)
Silverman, Sol
Simnink, Samuel
Slenker, Bernard E.
Smetheram, F. E.
Smith, B. H.
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Smith, John Cessna
Smith, Joseph (National Association of American Seamen; Nazi activities)
Smith, N. (Friends of Europe)
Smith, N. (Smith News Company)
Society of the Native Born of the U. S. A.
Solomon, Daniel (Nazi activities)
Solomon, Edward A.
Solomon, I. W. (Friends of Germany)
Sozach, Dr. Irving (Anti-Semitism)
Somenfeld, John (Silver Shirts of America)
Somers, Fred Grant
Sommer, Julius P. (Nazi propaganda)
Sonett, Emln (California Staats Zeitung)
Southern Bell Telephone & Telegraph Company, Asheville, N. C.
Spanknoebel, Heins (Evidence concerning Heinz Spanknoebel)
Speaker of the House (Hon. Henry T. Rainey)
Spear, L. I. (Electric Boat Company)
Spector, Maruice (Karl F. Gerlein)
Spencer, W. C.
Spiegel, Elsa Friederich (Fritz Gissibl)
State Department
Station D. New York, N. Y.
Station 7, New York, N. Y
Statman, Col. Ben. L. (C. C. Schiffler)
Steel Helmets
Steele, Mrs. Clara (Imprisonment of Isobel Lillian Steels by the Nazi regime)
Stefan, Hon. Karl
Stein, J. (Nazi propaganda: Grasselli Chemical Co.)
Stein, S. Sidney
Stein, Walter
Steinberg, A. Ralph
Steinberg, James (John Reed Club of Boston)
Steuben Society of America (Attitude on the committee's investigation of Nazi activities)
Stevenson, Archibald E.
Stewart, E. C. (Financing of Nazi propaganda by Americans)
Stress, John A. (Nazi activities)
Strouse, William (Liberation)
Stuart, R. C. (Customs officers as witnesses)
Studhomme, Janet (The Living Age)
Suskelesky, Hugh L. (Nazi activities: Buffalo Evening News, August 9, 1934, Sept. 4, 1934)
Suskind, Monroe
Sutphin, William H. (Camp of the Friends of New Germany at Griggstown, N. J.)
Sweeney, Mrs. Fanny S. (The Master Reporting Company)
Sweetkind, Morris (Anti-Semitic and Nazi propaganda)
Swenhagen, Dr. H. D.
Taber, Hon. John (Earl Browder)
Tanner, Mabel DeVries (Nazi propaganda at West Virginia University)
Tate, H. E.
Tausky, Henry (American German Labor Magazine, October 1933)
Taylor, C. H.
Taylor, George (Naturalization papers of George Teas; Louis M. Dillon)
Tenenbaum, Dr. Joseph (Nazi activities: John Franklin Carter)
Tepes, Lazare
Thatcher, Isabel ("Third Experiment in International Living")
Thayer, Florine D. (Resolution of the Opportunity Club of the North Congregational Church at Cambridge, Mass., petitioning for an investigation of the Communist movement in the U. S.)
Thayer, Walter, R.
Thomas, Rev. C. L. G. (Silver Shirts of America)
Thurman, Rabbi Samuel (Rep. John J. Cochran)
Thomas, Capt. T.
Tierney, Joseph (The Steel Helmets)
Trammell, R. J. (Communist activities)
Treasury Department (Reports and data for the use of the Committee)
Trevor, John B. (Communist propaganda)
Trimble, Hon. South
Truditt, Mrs. E. (George W. Christians)
Turn Hall, Boston, Mass. (Registration numbers of automobiles of persons attending meeting at Turn Hall, June 21, 1934)
Uhl, Byron, H. (Brewster Aeronautic Corporation; Thomas Stanton)
Ulbricht, E.
Untermeyer, Samuel
Van Zandt, James E. (Request for endorsement of H. Res. 198, 73rd Cong.)
Varley, Kirkton (German propaganda; Fascism)
Vaudreuil, Edward J.
Veser, Elmer
Veterans of Foreign Wars
Viereck, Geroge Sylvester
Voge, Morris Alfre (Nazi propaganda: Nassau Daily Review)
Vollbehr, Dr. Otto H. F.
Von Lenz, Baron
Von Lilienfeld-Toal, Paul Hans Alexander
Von Nasse, Eberhard
Vonriatsky, "Count"
Waddingham, Kathleen
Wagner, Bruno (Reichsbanner Schwarz-Rot-Gold)
Wagner, F. (Freie Presse)
Wagner Prof. R. H.
Walk, Julius M. (Franz Hanfstaengl)
Walker, Waldo
Wallach, H. K.
Wallach, Sidney
Walter, Reinhold (Witness fees)
Walton, E. J. (Shorthand reporter)
War Department
Ward, L. A. (The Vigilante)
Ward, Truman
Waring, Dorothy
Warren, Lindsey C.
Washington, S. S. George (John Cullinan)
Washington Herald (Alleged misquoting of Rep. Samuel Dickstein)
Wasserman, Harry
Wasweyer, Dr. C. S.
Watt, George W. (Dr. Harry Elmer Barnes)
Watts, Harry M.
Weatherbee, H. P.
Weschler, Joseph
Weeks, Henry
Weidener, J. P.
Weill, Mrs. Julie
Weill, Richard
Wellsner, Gavriel D.
Wells, P. T.
Welsh, Francis Ralston (Silver Shirts of America)
Western Union Telegraph Co.
Wenneker, Maurice
Wetmore, Declamation Bureau
Wharton, Flora
Wheeler-Bennett, John W. (The Royal Institute of International Affairs)
The White House
Wieschmann, John
Whittemore, Lewis B. (Letter of William Dudley Pelley)
Wiesenfeld, Mrs. Anna S.
Williams, Bill
Williams, Robert E.
Willner, Nathan
Wilson, E. (Henry Kappen)
Wilson, Roswell H.
Winett, Alexander S.
WINS Radio Station, New York
Winter, E. J.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Organization/Role</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Winternitz, R.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Max A.</td>
<td>(Immigrant Inspector)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolf, Morris</td>
<td>(Wolf Secret Service Bureau)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfe, Henry C.</td>
<td>(Nazi propaganda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolfgarten, Hans</td>
<td>(Gertrude Leiske)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woll, Matthew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wolsey, Rabbi Louis</td>
<td>(German American Protective Alliance)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wood, J. Peter</td>
<td>(&quot;The plan in Action,&quot; by Ernest Sincere; R. E. Edmondson)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yard, James, M.</td>
<td>(The Friends of New Germany)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellen, Samuel</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yolles, Peter B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young Folks League</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Congregation B'nai Isaac, Inc. (&quot;Youth and the New Germany&quot;)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zahlmann, Dr. Paul Roger</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zelenka, Gustow</td>
<td>(Nazi propaganda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zickenheiner, Karl</td>
<td>(Witness fees)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miscellany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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List of Folder Headings Showing the Arrangement and Subject Matter of Informational Materials

Aliens
Anti-Catholic Campaign in the Presidential Election of 1928
Committee for a Sound Dollar and a Sound Currency
Executive Branch of the Federal Government, An Outline of Organization of the (published by the Brookings Institution, 1933)
Exhibits on Communism, filed with the Committee by William Green, President of the American Federation of Labor
Exhibits of the Committee on Communism
Incitement to Disaffection Bill (a bill introduced in the British Parliament to "make better provision for the prevention and punishment of endeavors to seduce members of His Majesty's forces from their duty of allegiance")
German Day Celebration by United German Societies (transcript of public hearings on application therefor before the Mayor of New York City)
Italy (Letter stating the observations of a traveler in Italy)
Mail Tracings
Miscellaneous Exhibits
Nazi Activities
Needle Workers' Union Unemployment Fund (replies of New York furriers to the Committee's questionnaire asking for information regarding payments to the Union's unemployment fund)
Riot and Disorder Clippings (Newspaper clippings on Nazi activities)
Schools, Colleges, and Universities
S. S. ALBERT BALLIN (Nazi activities)
SS MANHATTAN (Nazi activities)
S.S. MORO CASTLE (Nazi activities)
S.S. PRESIDENT HARDING (Nazi activities)
S.S. PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT (Nazi activities)
S.S. WASHINGTON (Nazi activities)
"Swastika vs Austria" (Nazi activities against Austria)
United States Lines (Citizenship of crew members on vessels belonging to the United States Lines and American Merchant Lines)
List of Folder Headings Showing the Arrangement and Subject Matter of the Files of William Dudley Pelley, Leader of the Silver Shirts of America

Abby, Warren
Addis, Ruth Beard
Alexander, M. H.
American Nationalist Party
Automobile Club of Southern California
Barratt, Mary C.
Barrett, Lillie B.
Baumert, Estella
Benner, Joe
Benner, Joyce
Binder, J. W.
Blue Ridge Country Club
Boyan, Manuel
Brewster, George H
British Secret Service Report
Brown, Ralph S.
Bryan-Bradenburg Company
Buckland, Dr. Woen
Bureau of Internal Revenue
Carter, John D.
Case, Eugene R.
Chopnick, Max
Club Casa Del Mar, Santa Monica, Cal.
Coleman, Henry C.
Compton, Louise C.
Comstock, Marian
Consolidated Magazines Corporation
Craig, J. H.
Crain, Ora G.
Crane, Myrtle F.
Cranston, Elizabeth Thompson
Crawford, Nelson Antrim
Crim, John
Cruikshank, Major Barton
Cummings, Hial
Curtiss, Lloyd
Daniels, Rexford
Davenport, Deane
Dean, C. Oliver
Deem, J. M.
De Mille, Cecil B. (Cecil B. De Mille Pictures)
Denton, Albert
Dolge, Grant E.
Dormon, Horace Paul
Doyle, William
Edgerton, James A.
Eftax, Constantine S.
Erickson, Conrad
Fairbanks, Douglas
Fidelity and Casualty Company of New York
Foundation for Christian Economics
Geiermann, W. J.
General Insurance Company of America
George Washington Hotel, New York City
German-American League
Gibson, Hoot
Gilbert, Charles E.
Gilbert Storage Company, Inc., New York, N. Y.
Griebel, I. T.
Gulick, Hazel B.
Gutmann, T. J.
Hall, W. L.
Hardwick, H. M.
Harper Brothers
Harrison, Milton W.
Hatfield, Charles, F.
Healy, James
Heim, Floyd
Henigson, Henry
Kickman, Ellen L.
Holden Memorial Home
Holm, Therese C.
Homer, A.
Hotel Southland, Norfolk, Va.
Household Magazine
Howard, Ann
Hoy, Julia A.
Hull, H. H.
Hull Motor Company, Pasadena, Cal.
Hulth, Paula W.
Irwin, Ernest L.
Ivan Bloom Hardin Company
Jennings, Al
Johnstone, Corine L
Kafka, Alice M.
Kemp, W. W.
Kerachsky, Reuben H.
Kerns, Enos (See Witte, Ervin)
Klingelhofer, A
Knoblock, Alvin
Koenigsberg, M.
Kollie, Lee F.
Kopf, Richard
Knuckles, Fred E.
Laemmle, Carl
Lake, Dr. George B.
Larkin, John
Leach, Dr. John D.
Levy, Bert
Liberation News Bureau
Lowson, Frank
Lund, H. H.
Magrath, Arthur W.
Magrath, Louis
McIntyre, C. C.
Mackay, Martha A.
Mackenzie W. A.
Mackinder, Harold Allen
Maples, L. A.
Marsh, Helen E.
Marsh, Walter E.
Masson, Thomas L.
Mate, Peter
Matlock, Estelle N.
Matson, Harold
May, May H.
Mayes, Richard
McCormick, John
McFadden, Hon. Louis T.
McIntyre, Alfred R.
Meighan, Mr.
Melcher, Rose S.
Mercier, Helen Be.
Merten, Herman
Messing, J.
Metropolitan Newspaper Syndicate
Metz, John J. P. C.
Metzger, Lou
Middlemass, Estelle Straun
Mildeberger, Henry D.
Millard, Charles S.
Miller, Elizabeth C. T.
Miller, General L.
Wagner, Albert
Ward, Herbert S.
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